TECHNICAL PAPER PRESENTATION

The highly focused platform to showcase the research study or study of various domains of engineering that has advanced in the recent past. This is a podium for all the ingenious minds out there to showcase their intense knowledge and communicative skills.

DETAILS

Registration fee per team: Rs.150/-

Number of persons per team: 2(max)

For Abstract/Paper submission: stepconepaperpresentation@gmail.com

PRIZE MONEY

First – Rs.2000/-

Second – Rs.1000/-

Silver Medal for Best Paper.

CONTACT

Mr. A. Manju Bhaskar +91-9052516064

Mr. B. Sai Kumar +91-9441314938

Mr. R. Ganesh +91-9866377227
GUIDELINES FOR PAPER PRESENTATION

1. Participants are requested to send the Abstract of their paper (not more than 300 words) to the link given as – http://www.stepcone2020.gmrit.org/registration/admin/paperfile.php.
2. Accepted abstracts will be intimated through their respective given mail ID to submit the full paper.
3. Accepted paper will be prepared in IEEE format (not more than 8 pages) and the soft copy is to be send to the given mail ID – stepconepaperpresentation@gmail.com before the last date of commencement.
4. Paper should be typed in “Times of Roman” font size “12” and for heading font size of “14” with bold.
5. Paper contents will be arranged in the following order-
   - Abstract
   - Introduction
   - About the work
   - Result and conclusion
   - References
6. Number of participants per paper should not be exceeding 2. The details of authors to be sent along with paper including the Name, Department, Institute, Email Id and Contact Numbers.
7. Two sets of hard copy and the participants should have soft copy with them of full paper which is to be submitted during the day of presentation.
8. The presentation time is for 5mins and queries of about 2mins.
9. Participants must bring their college Id card while coming for presentation.
10. The last date for submitting the abstract of your paper is December 31st 2019.

FOR MORE DETAILS, BE FREE TO CONTACT US!!!